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A new study suggests the ideal sequence for removing plaque is ossing before brushing. (Photo: Kotori,
freeimages.com)
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Researchers have found that flossing before brushing may be the
ideal sequence for the most thorough removal of dental plaque. The
report is featured in the Journal of Periodontology (JOP), which is
published by the American Academy of Periodontology (AAP).
Titled “The Effect of Toothbrushing and Flossing Sequence on Interdental Plaque Reduction
and Fluoride Retention: A Randomized Controlled Clinical Trial,” the study assessed 25
participants who were asked to brush their teeth first, then use dental floss to clean the spaces
between their teeth (brush-floss). In a second phase, the same group was asked to use floss,
then brush their teeth (floss-brush). Researchers found that the amount of plaque between the
teeth and in the mouth overall was significantly reduced when participants used the floss-brush
approach.
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The researchers contend that as flossing loosens bacteria and debris from between the teeth,
brushing afterward (when the mouth is rinsed with water) further clears the mouth of these
particles. Plaque bacteria are the primary culprit behind the development of periodontal
disease, an inflammatory condition that occurs when bacteria accumulate below the gum line.
Periodontal disease can lead to swelling, irritation, gum recession and tooth loss if left
untreated.
“Patients often ask which step should come first in their daily oral hygiene routine,” said Steven
R. Daniel, DDS, president of the AAP. “While this study finds that flossing before brushing may
result in the reduction of plaque, it’s important for everyone to remember to do both every day
to maintain the health of their smiles.”
The study also found that fluoride, a mineral that aids in the prevention of cavities and tooth
decay, remained in the mouth at higher levels when participants flossed before brushing. Study
subjects used a fluoride toothpaste during both phases of the investigation.
“As with choosing the right type of toothbrush and interdental cleaner, patients should also
consult with their dentists on whether a fluoride toothpaste is best for them,” Daniel said.
The AAP recommends flossing regularly, brushing twice a day and undergoing yearly
comprehensive periodontal evaluations for the prevention of periodontal disease, which is
treatable and often reversible with proper and timely care from a periodontist.
The complete study can be found on the JOP portal of the Wiley Online Library at
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/19433670.
(Source: American Academy of Periodontology)
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Meeting review: AGD 2018 in New Orleans
NEW ORLEANS, La., USA: The Academy of General Dentistry is known for “education tailored to your needs,” which
was good for those who gathered at the Hyatt Regency in New …

details
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Meeting review: AAE18 in Denver
DENVER, Colo., USA: AAE18, the annual meeting of the American Association of Endodontists, was held April 25-28
at the Colorado Convention Center. The world’s largest education, exhibit and networking event …
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April 17, 2017 | USA

Interview: ‘This is about humanity and our role as health care providers’
Dr. Anne Koch, who is presenting two lectures at AAE17, received her DMD and Certi cate in Endodontics from the
University of Pennsylvania. She is founder and past director of the …
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